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Motivation

The phenomenology of runaway production in Tokamak discharges is well
documented.

Figure: Current quench following a disruption in
JET.1 Figure: Soft X-Ray emmissivity in DIII-D2

2Wesson et al., DISRUPTIONS IN JET.
2Hollmann et al., “Control and dissipation of runaway electron beams created during rapid shutdown

experiments in DIII-D”. 3 / 18



Motivation

The process by which runaway electrons arise has been analyzed in detail.

The presence of a strong electric field following a
thermal quench in a disruption scenario can accelerate a
substantial number of electrons to the runaway regime.

e|E| & mvν(v) =
e4n lnλ

4πε2
0mv2

Classically, for a given electric field strength, any
electrons with v2 & e3n lnλ

4πε0mE would be expected to
runaway. Considering relativistic effects sets a lower limit
on the electric field strength3.

Figure: Friction force resulting from
Coulomb collisions as a function of
electron momentum4

4Connor and Hastie, “Relativistic Limitations on Runaway Electrons”.
4Breizman et al., “Physics of runaway electrons in tokamaks”.
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Model

The reduced model evolves a beam-like runaway population density with
volumetric sources.

Continuity equation for runaway electron population:

∂nr

∂t
−∇ · (nr vr) = SD(E‖) + SA(E‖) (1)

Where nr is the number density of runaways and

E|| ≡
E||
ED

, vr = vr b̂ +
E× B

B2
, |vr | = const. ≫ vth (2)
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Model

The source terms model the production of runaways via diffusion in phase
space and the effect of knock-on collisions.

The Dreicer source SD is the non-relativistic form of that presented by Connor5

SD = (ne − nr )2 e4 ln Λ

4πε2
0m

2
ev

3
th

E||−
3

16
(1+Zeff ) exp

{
− 1

4E||
−
√

1 + Zeff

E||

}

The avalanche source SA is given by Rosenbluth and Putvinski6:

SA =
nreEc

mc lnλ

√
πa

3(Z + 5)

(
E‖
Ec
− 1

)(
1− Ec

E‖
+

4π(Z + 1)2

3a(Z + 5)(E 2
‖ /E

2
c + 4/a2 − 1)

)−1/2

Ec =
nee

3 lnλ

4πε2
0mc2

, a(ε) = (1 + 1.46
√
ε+ 1.72ε)−1

5Connor and Hastie, “Relativistic Limitations on Runaway Electrons”.
6Rosenbluth and Putvinski, “Theory for avalanche of runaway electrons in tokamaks”.
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Model

The runaway electrons couple to the MHD evolution via the momentum
equation and a modified Ohm’s law.

E = −V × B + η (J + enr vr ) (3)

mn

(
∂V

∂t
+ (V ·∇)V

)
= −enrE||b̂ + J× B−∇p + ν∇2V (4)

This simple Ohm’s law is valid for sufficiently small nr
ne

, where ne is the total number density of
electrons. The momentum evolution assumes the runaways have negligible inertia as well. This
model is similar the model employed in Bandaru et. al.a and Matsuyamab.

aBandaru et al., “Simulating the nonlinear interaction of relativistic electrons and tokamak
plasma instabilities: Implementation and validation of a fluid model”.

bMatsuyama, Aiba, and Yagi, “Reduced fluid simulation of runaway electron generation in the
presence of resistive kink modes”.
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Model

Corrections to the Ohm’s law are of order nr/ne .

Defining J ≡ Zeni Vi − enbVb − enr vr and V ≡ mi ni Vi +me nbVb+me nr vr
mi ni +me nb+me nr

≈ Vi The momentum
evolution of the bulk electrons to lowest order in me/mi

0 ≈ e2nb

me
(E + Vb × B) +

e

me
(∇pe +∇ · Πe) + enbνei (Vb − Vi )

=⇒ E = −Vb × B− 1

nbe
(∇pe +∇ · Πe) +

meνei

nbe2

(
Jb +

nb

ne
Ji

)
...

E = −V× B +
1

nbe
J× B− 1

nbe
(∇pe +∇ · Πe) + ηb (J− Jr )

−
(
nr

nb
(V − Vr )× B + ηb

nr

ne
Ji

)
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Iterative Scheme for Solving Coupled Nonlinear Equations

Nonlinearities arise from the runaway source term, as well as the coupling
between magnetic field evolution and runaway evolution.

∂nr

∂t
=∇ · (nr vr ) + S(nr ,B)

∂B

∂t
=∇× (V × B) +

η

µ0
∇2B− η∇× Jr

Where

Jr = −enr vr = −enr

(
vr

B

B
+

E× B

B2

)
,

S = (ne − nr )2 e4 ln Λ

4πε2
0m

2
ev

3
th

E||−
3

16
(1+Zeff ) exp

{
− 1

4E||
−
√

1 + Zeff

E||

}
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Iterative Scheme for Solving Coupled Nonlinear Equations

The numerical scheme employs a nested iterative loop to solve the
resulting coupled nonlinear system.

do
∆B = g(nr ,B,Te)
B→ B + ∆B
∆T = h(nr ,B,Te)
Te → Te + ∆Te

n∗r = nr

do
∆nr = f (n∗r ,B,Te)
n∗r → n∗r + ∆nr

end do

nr → nr + ∆nr

end do

In each iteration, the change in the
∆-quantities as compared to the value
from the previous iteration is compared
to the specified tolerance to test for
convergence.

In each outer iteration, changes to the
runaway density and the magnetic field
are checked for convergence.
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Validation of Source and Advection

The advection of REs along field lines was validated.

Figure: Evolution of an asymmetric initial runaway profile. The spiraling effect is expected for advection along
magnetic field lines with fixed velocity.
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Validation of Source and Advection

This spiraling effect is similar to the result obtained in Bandaru et. al7

Figure: Adapted from Bandaru showing the spiraling of the runaway number density evolving with advection only

7Bandaru et al., “Simulating the nonlinear interaction of relativistic electrons and tokamak plasma
instabilities: Implementation and validation of a fluid model”.
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Validation of Source and Advection

The Fourier representation is able to reproduce the expected advection
behavior.

Figure: Contours of the initial distribution of runaway density(left) and the runaway density at a later
time(right). 13 / 18



Effect of Runaways on Resistive Decay

Measuring the resistive decay time of given configuration in the presence
of runaways serves to benchmark the RE-MHD coupling.

Problem Setup

Cylindrical domain, axisymmetric, constant p,Te , n. Both sources active. No initial runaways.

|vr | = 3.0× 106 m/s, n = 1.0× 1019 m−3, nr (0) = 0

Ip(0) ≈ 2.803 MA,
η

µ0
= 1.0 m2/s.
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Effect of Runaways on Resistive Decay

Comparing the evolution of the total current shows expected behavior.

Figure: Total plasma current evolution for a configuration with and without runaway electrons
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Effect of Runaways on Resistive Decay

Contour plots of the runaway current density and the total current density
suggest the system is approaching a plateau.

Figure: Estimated current density of the runaways Jre ≈ −enrvr (left), and current density in the system
J =∇× B/µ0 near t = 3.0 ms
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Summary and Future Work

Summary: The implementation of the reduced model in NIMROD seems
be able to reproduce results.

NIMROD results for advection agrees with results obtained with JOREK with both
representations.

Results from the test case with sourcing show the ability to self-consistently produce
runaways in the presence of nontrivial resistivity.
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Summary and Future Work

Future work

Complete benchmarking with other codes on cases involving a thermal quench and
tempererature-dependent resistivity.

Apply the model to 3D disruption simulations.

Develop a more clever method of specifying the runaway beam velocity.
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